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Vincent Keith ✞ (@VagabondPhoto) reported 35 minutes ago @MelonieMac I suppose if one views "violence" in games as real, it might be a problem. There are games I won't play because they display anti-Christian values throughout, like GTA. I would never condemn someone playing it. It's a choice, maybe not the best choice, but it's just a game.
Paulo Truta (@paulotruta) reported 47 minutes ago @Soundtrackfoda @ScanningMobile @PPSSPP_emu Yep... Chinatown wars has that super low rendering problem... But what about GTA LCS or VCS? :D Justin Zombie Angelo (@JustinAngelo111) reported 58 minutes ago @SWEGTA Naw that’s a stretch with this one, GTA 5 probably was the best &
worst with additions in the game. The oppressor mk 2 is a major problem that nerfing the vehicle will not really do much. His_airness13 (@Rauldeleon13) reported an hour ago @videotech_ @SWEGTA I don’t mind the female protagonist at all but the “culturally sensitive could be a problem as it could be watered down gta in a way. GTA is a game they
never gave a **** but when remastered were made some “offensive” stuff was removed. Ben (@videotech_) reported an hour ago @SWEGTA I don’t see how it’s an issue if the next GTA features a female protagonist? People are losing their minds over this for whatever weird reason. I, for one, have always hoped Rockstar would explore the idea of
adding a female protagonist. Jazz_Cruiser (@Jazz_Cruiser) reported an hour ago @LarryTheShagger @gamingbible @RockstarGames If R.A.G.E. is that good, then it will no problem for the devs to own #UE5, in terms of graphics,right? Maybe they could just scrap rage buy all of #UnrealEngine5 and have #GTA6 built entirely on it. The engine is
supposed to make game design easier and faster than before, Ava (@avagotgame69) reported 2 hours ago The ppl over on GTA don’t have these problems lol RedSgtGhost62 (@RGhost62) reported 2 hours ago @RockstarSupport I've been having problems trying to go on gta online from the main menu and from story mode I keep getting there has
been an error joining the session and some times when I go to an invite only from story its tell me about creating a new character I'm on series X Legolas (@MrLegolas12) reported 2 hours ago anyone has trouble logging into gta online? John (@JonnyBoy1984) reported 2 hours ago @M00CHTV @Rrd49196495 Okay. I’ll just say GTA. Crash. Many
others tbh that Sony paid for exclusivity. That is partly why Sega struggled. Sony are not angels. Salamandrine (@RSalamandrine) reported 2 hours ago It's annoying that I have to check the files for errors before each game start in single player. And that's only because Rockstar keeps tinkering with the online mode, ruining the single player in the
process. Finally pull yourself together @RockstarGames arnav saini (@arnavsa22487073) reported 4 hours ago @dearRockstarGames Finally Gta vice city is back on playstore When I read the reviews the people were saying that the game is very unplayable on their device and the users said about that they can't play their old save games and the
game was running to fast please fix Joe Pimlot // SlavicPress (@joe_pimlott) reported 4 hours ago @RabtasticPaints Issue I think with me, is although I can do them, and I feel like I'm quite good at them, I'm not great at explaining through them... As you experienced... A funny GTA series, update reviews or even just content reviews does sound fun
though! nate (@hiberrnate) reported 6 hours ago @RockstarGames holy **** do these ***** care about hackers at all mfers jumping into solo sessions hunting down n hacking lmfao fix ur **** online servers?? Stodernish (@sabejiftp) reported 6 hours ago @thatoldgamerguy The swing glitch from GTA, didn't even know this type of glitch existed in
SR2. Aakash Dasgupta (@Aakash_Dasgupta) reported 7 hours ago @PavanKumarGadus @RockstarGames @RockstarSupport Yes it was an IP issue got resolved. This kind of problems arises if you use glitches. I tried one when i found one in YouTube. And this issue arised Tax Scan (@tax_scan) reported 7 hours ago Credit of GTA Service can be
allowed from the Place of Removal to, to the place of Removal: CESTAT [Read Order] Liam Carey (@Ukphoenix187) reported 8 hours ago @RockstarGames you guys experiencing any server issues?
(@_Ynox_) reported 9 hours ago @codenameJulia @RockstarGames No problems my friend Spike. I'm so sorry I don't see it clearly
joshluke
(@joshluke2017) reported 9 hours ago So gta is not working out so I’m just gonna stream two point campus now winona (@widnawz) reported 11 hours ago @FinderDotApp @_nyancrimew Tesla wanted to recreate the GTA IV car swingset glitch irl Mathias (@xXIMathiasIXx) reported 11 hours ago @thatoldgamerguy There's the same glitch in GTA
Bill Holtsbaum (@minus850mV) reported 11 hours ago @brianlilley @brianlilley I was under the impression the red star was the paper of record? Quite frankly neither understands issues outside the GTA. Cincinnati WiLL (@CincinnatiWiLL) reported 12 hours ago @ZB_TV @LuckyxMoonTV Is that what happened after you left No Pixel and was
banned from multiple other GTA RP and Red Dead RP Servers as well? You also had an issue with admins on another server after they banned you and accused them of some crazy stuff. Funny how servers only suck after they ban you. Mahomes Burner (0-0) (@LoyalMahomes) reported 12 hours ago @RockstarGames SERVICE CARBONE?? Alex
(@AGaranganao) reported 14 hours ago @RockstarSupport Hello @RockstarGames, why do I not have the option to pay my mechanic? I have a well amount of money to pay everything and I haven’t had access to my mechanic ALL WEEK. I play in free mode for over an hour and nothing changes. PLEASE FIX THIS ISSUE. Thank you. akimbo
(@akimbolegal) reported 14 hours ago @PersonaFagSaga Gta san,clock tower 3,crash bandicoot (bife)> BigPP (@scamy_daddy) reported 14 hours ago @RockstarGames Can you fix the hit box on the female character it’s not fair. How the hit box is smaller than the male character on GTAOnline makes gun fights one sided and very annoying
especially when it’s just giving these so called “try hards” an advantage laaain (@laaain_music) reported 14 hours ago @gladstoned420 @hobocoltrane Two different music festivals in Toronto/GTA last weekend were utter failures. There have been issues with other events, too, but look up kulturelandfest and Kingstonfest. I live in Victoria and know
what she's talking about. cardib233 (@borreeeeedddd) reported 14 hours ago @castulog98 @RockstarSupport did ya manage to fix it GTA Online, like most multiplayer games, necessitates regular server maintenance. As a result, Rockstar Games may have to shut down the servers from time to time. Players may experience server issues when
attempting to join a session if this occurs. It's difficult for players to figure out where the problem comes from at this point. This shouldn't be a cause for concern as GTA Online rarely undergoes server issues. It is, for the most part, quite a smooth experience for most players. This article explains how players can check if the server is down for the
game. GTA Online: How to check server status for the game The first step for GTA Online players to check the game's server status is to go to the appropriate website. Navigate to the Rockstar Games Support Service Status website. Direct link. The following picture is an example of how the website shows the server status of the games and online
services. The games and services shown are Red Dead Online, GTA Online, Rockstar Games Social Club, and Rockstar Games Launcher. The website shows the server status of all the online services (Image via Rockstar Games Support) For Red Dead Online and GTA Online, the relevant platforms and cloud gaming services are listed. The key to
understanding the server status is from the color of the icon beside the platform names. This has been explained as follows: Green - Server is up and running smoothly.Red - The server is down, and hence, players will be unable to start a session.Yellow - Limited; this indicates that although the servers are running, players may face difficulty finding
sessions. By checking this website, players can easily determine if their issues are widespread or limited to their setup. GTA Online is one of the most popular multiplayer games of the modern era, with a sizeable player base. A project like this is a massive commitment for any studio. It needs ongoing support and maintenance to provide a seamless
gameplay experience for everyone. Rockstar is constantly updating the game and bringing new content and rewards with routine updates.Even after almost a decade, GTA Online has been growing in popularity. The game has more players today than before. Los Santos Tuners has broken the record for the maximum number of active players on the
day of an update's release. Edited by Srijan Sen Coming soon! Rockstargames.com Server Status Check Rockstar GamesWebsite Name: www.rockstargames.comURL Checked: Response Time: Last Down: Checking Rockstar Games Please wait while we check the server... Rockstar Games Website Status HistoryThe above graph displays service status
activity for Rockstargames.com over the last 10 automatic checks. The blue bar displays the response time, which is better when smaller. If no bar is displayed for a specific time it means that the service was down and the site was offline. Service Status History DateTimePing Time DateTimePing Time10.Aug.2022 17:3221.38 ms. 10.Aug.2022
19:3228.21 ms.10.Aug.2022 21:3620.38 ms. 10.Aug.2022 23:4328.64 ms.11.Aug.2022 01:5119.94 ms. 11.Aug.2022 04:0618.49 ms.11.Aug.2022 06:1418.59 ms. 11.Aug.2022 08:147.41 ms.11.Aug.2022 10:3419.63 ms. 11.Aug.2022 12:3520.68 ms. * Times displayed are PT, Pacific Time (UTC/GMT 0) | Current server time is 14:44We have tried
pinging Rockstar Games website using our server and the website returned the above results. If rockstargames.com is down for us too there is nothing you can do except waiting. Probably the server is overloaded, down or unreachable because of a network problem, outage or a website maintenance is in progress... Can't Access Rockstar Games Troubleshooting Instructions If the site is UP but you cant access the page, try one of the below solutions: Browser Related Problems Force a full refresh for the site. This can be achieved by pressing CTRL + F5 keys at the same time on your favourite browser (Firefox, Chrome, Explorer, etc.)Clear the temporary cache and cookies on your browser to
make sure that you have the most recent version of the web page. For instructions choose your browser : Fix DNS Problems A Domain Name System (DNS) allows a site IP address (192.168.x.x) to be identified with words (*.com) in order to be remembered more easily, like a phonebook for websites. This service is usually provided by your ISP. Clear
your local DNS cache to make sure that you grab the most recent cache that your ISP has. For Windows - (Start > Command Prompt > type "ipconfig /flushdns" and hit enter). For details choose your operating system : If you can access a website at office or from a 3G network yet it's not working on your computer, it is a good idea to use an
alternative DNS service other than your ISPs. OpenDNS or Google Public DNS are both excellent and free public DNS services. Check our help page for step-by-step instructions on how to change your DNS. Submit a comment using your Facebook ID. Is Rockstargames.com down for you right now? Submit your comments about Rockstargames.com
service status or report an issue below to let others know that they aren't the only ones having trouble. Please note that your country, service provider and browser information will be displayed next to your comment to better analyze a possible outage. ✔Thank you! Don't forget to bookmark this page so you can check back later.
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